Rheological factors in platelet - vessel wall interactions.
Rheological aspects of platelet-vessel wall interactions involve cell-cell encounters, platelet - vessel wall encounters and platelet-thrombus interactions. The cell-cell encounters are usually caused by convection of cells in shear flows rather than by Brownian motion; this is important in aggregation and in the enhancement of the diffusion of platelets by red cell motion. Platelet - vessel wall interactions can involve transient adhesion (lasting from a fraction of a second to a few minutes) as well as more permanent adhesion. Reaction rates between platelets and walls are generally very small except on damaged vessels and some artificial surfaces. Ultra-filtration through the vessel wall affects cell-wall interactions. Rheological analyses of thrombus formation have been made and shown interesting relations to experimental observations. Some experimental results have indicated that platelets are capable of reacting within a small fraction of a second. Red cells may act as mechanoreceptors for increases in shear rate and facilitate the speed of response of platelets. Surface geometrical forms such as bumps and cavities tend to prolong residence times and facilitate thrombus formation.